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Introduction

The challenge is to detect, analyze and process slow
frequency variations in acoustical cues obtained after
a time-frequency analysis. Modulation frequencies of
speech between 2 and 16Hz and especially around 4Hz
are of great importance for intelligibility [1]. They carry
essential syllabic information. On a physiological side,
the phase information is also important because of its
influence on the human hearing system. The ability to
jointly work on these slow modulation frequencies and
their phase data is thus crucial for speech and musical
acoustic signals.

The modulation spectrum is commonly obtained in
two steps by the spectral analysis of the temporal
behavior of the power spectral components. The latter
comes first off from a power spectrum analysis (e.g.:
spectrogram, scalogram, gammatone auditory model).
The so-called Complex Modulation Spectrum (CMS)
displays time-frequency patterns involving magnitude
and phase, that reflects different speech articulators
or timbre in music. While the CMS-envelope phase
information is important for speech intelligibility, its
processing is difficult. Modulation filtering requires
spectro-temporal tools that jointly work on both CMS-
magnitude and phase. In this purpose the Wavelet Mod-
ulation Sub-Bands (WMSB) method apply a complex
wavelet analysis on the temporal trajectories of the time-
frequency densities of the signal.

The following paper is organized as follow. First a review
of the Complex Modulation Spectrum (CMS) is done
followed by a short introduction to the wavelet theory.
Then the proposed method based on Wavelet Modulation
Sub-Bands (WMSB) is described with an emphasis on its
filtering capacities through an example before concluding
with a final discussion.

Complex Modulation Spectrum

The concept of modulation spectrum lies in the spectral
analysis of the temporal envelopes of each acoustic
frequency band. Recent researches have explored three-
dimensional energetic signal representations where the
second dimension is the frequency and the third is the
transform of the time variability of the signal spectrum.
The latter is a time-acoustic frequency representation,
i.e. usually a Fourier decomposition of the signal. The
third dimension is the “modulation spectrum” [2]. The
second step of this spectro-temporal decomposition is
an envelope processing and can be seen as the spectral

Figure 1: Complex Wavelet Based Modulation Analysis

analysis of the temporal envelop in each frequency bin. It
gives three dimensions to the representation of the signal
with two-dimensional energy distributions St(η, ω) along
time t with η being the modulation frequency and ω the
acoustic frequency. Figure 1 presents a usual modulation
analysis approach.

Drullman et al. [3], refined later by Greenberg [1], showed
that the modulation frequency range of 2-16Hz has an
important role in speech intelligibility. It reflects the
syllabic temporal structure of speech [1]. More precisely,
modulation frequencies around 4Hz seem to be the most
important for human speech perception. This is the
underlying motivation for effective investigations and
further advanced analysis of speech. Those perceptually
important spectro-temporal modulations have to be per-
fectly decorrelated to really open new ways of sparsity
for processing as it is showed in the following.

Over the past few years the CMS has been used to
analyze important information carried by audio signals
unaccessible with usual time-frequency energetic repre-
sentations. Relatively successful investigations over the
last years around modulation frequencies include: audio
compression [4] , pattern classification and recognition
[2], content identification, signal reconstruction, auto-
matic speech recognition, etc. In a slightly different na-
ture, modulation frequencies help to compute the Speech
Transmission Index (STI) as a quality measure [5]. It
was also experimented in the area of speech enhancement
(pre-processing method) to improve the intelligibility in
reverberant environments or speech denoising [6] but
there again with some artifact limitations.

Complex Wavelet Method

In the time-frequency plane, the energy spread of a
wavelet time-frequency atom Ψu,s is an Heisenberg box
of size sσt along time and σω/s along frequency (σt is
the time width and σω/s the frequency width). When
s varies, the height and width of the rectangle change
but the area remains constant (σtσω ≥ 1

2 , uncertainty
principle). With these variations it is possible to observe
both the amplitudes and their evolutions along time.
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Figure 2: Proposed method, CoWT: Continuous Wavelet

Transform and CxWT: Complex Wavelet Transform

This paper focuses on these properties and how to take
advantage of them in order to obtain an equivalence of
the CMS in the wavelet domain.

The proposed method is based on a Continuous Wavelet
Transform (CoWT) combined with a non-redundant
Complex Wavelet Transform (CxWT) (Figure 2).

The Continuous Wavelet Transform

The use of a CoWT at the first step has two roles. It
offers a time-frequency density closer to the psychoa-
coustic model of the human hearing system and provides
envelopes with smooth polynomial trends at low and
medium frequencies.

1. The CoWT provides a time-scale decomposition of
the signal. The log-scale frequency mapping is as
such that the low and medium frequencies relevant
to speech have a high frequency-resolution and a
low time-resolution (Heisenberg uncertainty). It
is similar to a localized wide band spectrogram.
Meanwhile, the high frequencies less important to
speech signals have a better time resolution and
lower frequency resolution closer to the human
hearing system.

2. With speech and music, formants and harmonics,
as amplitudes and tones, evolve slowly along time.
This means their envelopes smooth polynomials. In
order to capture these slow varying envelopes, the
time resolution needs to be low. Thus the low and
medium frequencies out of the CoWT have strong
polynomial trends.

The choice came forward to use the complex Morlet
mother wavelet, mostly because it has a bandwidth
parameterization. The Morlet wavelet consists of a plane
modulated by a gaussian. Equations 1 and 2 give the
mother wavelet and its Fourier transform:

Ψσ(t) = Cσπ
−

1

4 e−
1

2
t2(eiσt −Kσ) (1)

ψ̂σ(w) = Cσπ
−
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4 (e−
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−
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with σ = 10, and Kσ = e−
1

2
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is the admissibility
criterion (negligible here).

Cσ = (1 + e−σ2 − 2e−
3

4
σ2

)
−1

2 = 1 (3)

is the normalization constant.

The CoWT of a signal x(t) is then defined by:

CoWTσ(x) =

∫ +∞

−∞

Ψσ(t)x(t)dt =< Ψσ(t), x(t) > (4)

The coefficients obtained from equation 4 would be very
redundant if they were not evaluated on a discrete grid of
time-scale basis functions. Therefore the CoWT behaves
like an orthonormal basis decomposition and it preserves
energy. The analyticity and completeness of the CoWT
[7] define a local time-frequency energy density which
measures the energy of x in the Heisenberg box of each
wavelet. This density is called scalogram, pendant of the
spectrogram for the wavelet theory (see Figure 4)

Furthermore Torrence and Compo [8] showed that syn-
thesis is possible with only the real part of the transform
(iCoWT). The reconstructed time signal happens then
to be the sum of the real part of the wavelet transform
over all scales. As a result, only the magnitude data of
the CoWT is preserved.

The Complex Wavelet Filterbank

By nature complex wavelets carry both phase and magni-
tude informations. Furthermore, phase information pro-
vides a description of the amplitude and local behavior of
a function. Also, an amplitude-phase representation of a
function is less oscillatory than the function. And finally
because of important physiological facts , it is crucial that
the second step of the modulation transform provides
reliable phase data. The output of the CoWT is thus
decomposed using a complex wavelet transform (CxWT)
on each scale/frequency bin. The proposed CxWT is
implemented via an orthogonal filterbank as shown in
Figure 3. The filterbank has a flexible 3 orthogonal band
structure with 2 conjugate high pass filters (q[n] and
q∗[n]) decimated by 4 to remove the redundancy created
by the complex projection [9].

In Figure 3, X̃k,0[n] is a coarse version of the sub-band
signal Xk[n]. The transform distinguishes high- positive
and negative, frequencies, X̃+

k,1[n] and X̃−

k,1[n] (respec-
tively the positive and negative frequency components
of the associated detail signal). They represent Hilbert
pairs of wavelets. The complex wavelet filterbank is then
iterated N times on each lowpass signal X̃k,0[n], X̃k,1[n],
. . . The filterbank creates a complex mapping of the real
coefficients from the CoWT.

h0[n], h1[n], g0[n] and g1[n] are taken to be orthocon-
jugate complex Daubechies wavelet filters of length 10.
Furthermore the bandpass orthogonal filter condition on
q[n] for analyticity [9] is given by:

q[n] := jnu[n] (5)

U∗(1/z)U(z) + U∗(−1/z)U(−z) = 2 (6)

with

u[n] =

√
3

16
[−1, 0, 5, 5, 0,−1] + j

√
5

16
[0, 1, 3, 3, 1, 0] (7)
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Figure 3: Analytic and orthogonal filterbank

Figure 4: Morlet scalogram of the word “longing” with noise

This orthogonal non-redundant CxWT offers a preserva-
tion of polynomial trends which is very important after
the CoWT as showed in [10]. A good performance
on polynomials reflects the good performance of the
transform itself. The CxWT also provides Hilbert
transform pairs of wavelets, as well as orthogonality
through a realization made of FIR filter approximations
to the all-pass IIR filters. As seen in [11], a proper
retrieval of the original signal is possible thanks to a
perfect reconstruction filterbank. By its complex nature,
the CxWT offers good phase information and improved
directionality but no shift invariance. A redundant
higher density implementation is necessary for improved
shift invariance. However this implementation of the
CxWT could still be a great benefit for applications
where sparsity and non-redundancy matter more than
shift sensitivity.

Envelope Detection

It is important to note that an actual modulation
spectrum analysis requires envelope detection. Three
possible ways exist to do so:

Incoherent : magnitude of the Hilbert envelope, not
band-limited.

Coherent : frequency shift of the complex spectrum
down to the DC.

Decimation : frequency shift via decimation.

The Complex Wavelet Method, within the filterbank and
thanks to the so called noble identities takes profit of the
decimation steps as an envelope detection.

Figure 5: Modulation subbands with scalogram replicas

Results and Capabilities

Representation

To illustrate the modulation transform nature of the
proposed method, a recording of the word “longing”
drowned in white noise and sampled at 22050Hz has been
analyzed. Figure 4 shows the first step of the transform,
i.e. the scalogram resulting from the Morlet CoWT.
Only the magnitude is displayed as the phase is not
indispensable at that stage. As explained previously, the
phase data is only important in the second step of the
transform.

Figure 5 illustrates the modulation subbands. The
continuous DC part and the very low modulation fre-
quencies, in the first subband, are not shown as they
represent too much energy in comparison. The important
observation relates to the sparsity of the decomposition
and how replicas of the scalogram appear. In each
subband a replica shows the corresponding modulation
frequency range/scale that is in the scalogram. Figure 5
only shows the magnitude of the coefficients but each
coefficient is a complex pair carrying explicitly both
magnitude and phase data.

Processing capabilities

This representation (Figure 5) offers different possibilities
of processing: estimation, detection, denoising, compres-
sion, enhancement by energy growth etc. Each subband
may also be processed independently. Every scale and
replica are independent thanks to the orthogonality
of the decomposition. Low modulation frequencies
are important for intelligibility while higher ones (100-
200Hz) show the fundamental frequency of the talker.

This paper focuses on low modulation frequencies due
to the log-scale decomposition from the wavelet multi-
resolution behavior. Lower modulation scales represent
a shorter modulation-frequency range. With Daubechies
filters of length 10, the 2-3 first subbands are im-
portant to speech (modulation frequency range of 2-
12Hz). Shorter filters would give more precision in the
low modulation frequencies but the complex mapping
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projection would not be as good. Hence, only filter
lengths of 10 are used as a good compromise between
precision and preservation of polynomial trends.

Denoising by thresholding

Two different estimations can be made on the complex
modulation subbands depending on the aim. Hard or soft
thresholding should be used based on the local energy
density of the wavelet coefficients.

Hard thresholding

Ỹk[n] =

{

X̃k[n] if |X̃k[n]| > T

0 if |X̃k[n]| ≤ T
(8)

Soft thresholding

Ỹk[n] =

{

X̃k[n] − T if |X̃k[n]| > T

0 if |X̃k[n]| ≤ T
(9)

where T is of the form σ
√

2 logeN (with σ2 the vari-

ance of X̃k and N the size of the reconstruction basis
[7]). Hard thresholding is used when only the energetic
coefficients inside the modulation subbands need to be
preserved. Hard thresholding as well as a removal of
whole subbands is used for strong noise or high data
reduction. For softer noise or lower data reduction it is
preferable to use soft thresholding. In that case indeed, T
will be chosen with the highest probability to be above
the low coefficients. So that they are considered to be
noise-like and the thresholding will have a denoising effect
[10] on the scale/frequency bins. Different thresholds
can also be applied depending on the targeted acoustical
frequency range. Figure 5 shows that most of the
noise is decomposed in the high frequencies that are
less important to intelligibility. So high frequencies can
usually undergo a heavier processing.

As the thresholding jointly works on both magnitude
and phase data, disturbing artifacts or musical noise
are avoided. Even keeping only the first subband (DC
and very low modulation frequencies) yields a speech
signal of poor quality but still intelligible. This confirms
Greenberg’s [1] and Steeneken’s [5] works on the role of
low modulation frequencies (4Hz) in speech. .Naturally
most advanced wavelet tools for denoising and estimation
may also be used in a data reduction goal.

Conclusion and discussion

This paper presented a complex valued transform for
speech analysis based on modulation frequencies. Low
modulation frequencies contain crucial cues for speech
intelligibility so the idea was to exploit that property in
combination to the great sparsity of the non redundant
complex wavelet transform. It can primarily be used for
speech denoising in a modulation subband approach but
also shows interesting capabilities for compression. The
CxWT offers useful phase information to the Complex
Modulation “Spectrum” that allows joint work on both
magnitude and phase. Precisely what was needed to do
filtering in the modulation domain. It still does not have

shift invariance but provides a preservation of polynomial
trends, Hilbert-like pairs of coefficients, orthogonality
and uses FIR filters. However the Hilbert pairs are not
perfect and show little aliasing energy in the negative
frequency range [9] that might affect the reliability of
the amplitude and phase information.

Nevertheless, the method suggests an alternative ap-
proach modulation filtering of speech and slow varying
audio signals. The joint magnitude/phase processing
overcomes the distortions encountered by the usual ap-
proaches and promises efficient means for modulation
processing.
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